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±7E DIDN´T PANDER TO THE AUDIENCE
WE DIDN´T CATER TO THEM
-Y ATTITUDE WAS ALWAYS GIVE THE
AUDIENCE WHAT THEY NEED
NOT WHAT THEY WANT²
— GREG

GINN , GUITARIST, BLACK FLAG

MODEL 1:

Participant A

Participant B

BL ACK FL AG

PUNK FANS

4HE ½RST FOUR YEARS

We love expressing our anger
and frustrations through music...

We love hearing
angry, loud, fast music...

Play music

Listen to music

...but we won’t compromise
our style to what the
audience wants...

Play music in whatever
style we want

...so we’ll change our music
as we see fit...

So far, not too
much change...

Evolve our style
of music

Track band’s
style of music

...and still be able to
make a meager living at this...

Make a bare
subsistence living
from the band

Support band
financially

...by putting out records
and going on tour...

Expose people
to our music

...by buying their records
and seeing them play live...

Consume
band’s music

We’ve released records
on a regular basis...

We’ll keep buying your records
as long as we like them...

Release records
2x year

Enter distribution
deal with MCA

Buy band’s records

Tour incessantly

...and when we tour, we play
every city and town across
the U.S. that we can

Establish our own
record label (SST)

...so we’ll continue to
support the band...

See band play live

...and we’ll keep going to your
shows as long as we like your
style of music
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We love expressing our anger
and frustrations through music...

We love hearing
angry, loud, fast music...

Play music

Play music in whatever
style we want

Listen to music
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our style to what the
audience wants...
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the potential to change
musical style
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So far, not too
much change...
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subsistence living
from the band
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distribution
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as long as we like them...

See band play live

...and we’ll keep going to your
shows as long as we like your
style of music

±4HE THING THAT KEPT EVERYONE
LIVING THIS TORTUROUS LIFESTYLE IS
THE MUSIC WAS THAT GOOD AND WE
KNEW IT !T THE END OF THE DAY
WE HAD NO MONEY WE WERE SCRUFFY
WE STUNK THE VAN STUNK EVERYONE
WAS AGAINST US "UT YOU HEAR THE
MUSIC AND KNOW OH YEAH
WE FUCKIN´ RULE²
— HENRY

ROLLINS , VOCALIST, BLACK FLAG

